
THE NEXT GENERATION IN FLOOD PROTECTION TM

Frequently Asked Questions 
Will the Insta-Dam ends stick together 
creating a water-tight seal?
SS No. Clips to hold multiple 4ft lengths are being 

developed and custom sizing may eventually be 
available.

How long can I leave the Insta-Dam on the 
ground before it gets stuck?
SS This depends on the temp and humidity of the 

environment.

Why does Insta-Dam have to be stored 
horizontally?
SS It is recommended to store the product horizontally 

to keep the integrity of the shape of the product. 

Why do I need to save the plastic sheet the 
Insta-Dam came wrapped in?
SS The Insta-Dam is very tacky and will not easily 

slide into or out of it’s storage tube without being 
wrapped in the plastic sheet first.

My storage tube broke, can I order a 
replacement?
SS Yes. Please contact us at Quick Dams for assistance.

SS Can the Insta-Dam melt if too hot or 
crack if too cold?
SS Insta-Dam can be stored in a temperature range 

between 0 degrees and 120 degrees Fahrenheit.

Can Insta-Dam stick to itself? 
SS Yes, but if it is in contact for a prolonged amount of 

time, damage may result when pulling it apart. 

Will Insta-Dam stick to the floor? 
SS The surface is designed to stay securely in place. If 

it has stuck to the floor and you can't remove it try 
using a putty knife to loosen it.

Is Insta-Dam chemical resistant?
SS Yes, the Insta-Dam is able to be used with a variety 

of chemicals and fluids. 

How do I clean my Insta-Dam?
SS The Insta-Dam cleans easily with soap and water.  

Please make sure it is dry prior to wrapping it back 
up in plastic.

How long will the Insta-Dam last for.
SS That all depends on how often it is used and how 

well it is taken care of after each use.  For optimal 
usage, cleaning and storing the product in it's 
original packaging is recommended.

Can the Insta-Dam be cut?
SS We do not receommend cutting the Insta-Dam due 

to the nature of the material and how it may affect 
the quality of the product after cutting.

Questions?  
Need help?

Call: 
888-761-4405

Visit: 
Quickdams.com

eMail: 
info@quickdams.com


